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Torus
The Torus Unified High Productivity Low Code Platform follows a model driven
approach for building and extending, integrating and deploying rich cloud-based
applications rapidly. The platform is built on third generation technologies with internet
scalability with time and cost advantage. Features include:
•

Enhanced UI capability for both internal and partner teams (able to offload
white labeling or customization of UI elements)

•

Jumpstarting a DevOps capability without needing to set up build and
deployment controls for UI components

•

Visibility of data models and logic flows, improving documentation of
applications

•

Good set of tools for building and managing stateful workflows / transactions

MOWEDE (LogiGear)
WEB DEVELOPMENT
MOWEDE is a web development company with experience in building web
applications. Our dedicated web app developers have successfully completed many
projects for a variety of business domains.

Website

Website

We create adaptive, responsive, websites with a UI/UX interface that can handle
high-traffic volume, and be customized to ensure lead flow.
MOBILE APPLICATION DEVELOPMENT
We develop comprehensive services for mobile application development for all main
platforms.
We are committed to the success of your company. From a good architecture, to
clean code, we value practical solutions that look beautiful, are intelligently designed,
and provide a great end-user experience.
MAINTAIN AND MODERNIZE YOUR LEGACY APPLICATIONS
The lack of up-to-date documentation and knowledgeable engineers can make legacy
systems expensive to maintain. At MOWEDE, we strike to make it affordable to
modernize your legacy applications for today's needs. We can extend and repurpose
just about any legacy application to web or mobile devices, and provide standardbased APIs to keep pace with today's needs.
Our expert staff, can maintain and improve operation efficiency- all while minimizing
the costs of legacy application modernization.
BLOCKCHAIN & DAPP DEVELOPMENT
Blockchain technology and Cryptocurrency now play a crucial role in the vast world of
internet. Although this popular technology is not a silver bullet for all problems,
Blockchain is considered to be the backbone of various promising applications in
financial technology, logistics, healthcare, governments and more.
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